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Let the vector X= [X,, . . . . X,]’ have a multivariate normal distribution with 
unknown population mean vector or and variance+zovariance matrix Z. This paper 
develops minimally informative priors (in the sense of Bernardo) for use when the 
parameter of interest is either the vector of ordered conditional variances 6f= 
Var[X, ( X,, j< i] (i= 1, . . . . p) or the vector partial correlations pi of X,, with X, 
after removal of X,, . . . . Xi-, (i= 1, . . . . p). In each case, the parameter of interest 
indexes the orbits in the parameter space of a group G whose action is l-l or 
“free,” and an algorithm that is generally applicable in this situation is used. 
0 1992 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we continue the line of development of Chang and Eaves 
[6] on noninformative prior distributions for use with p-dimensional mul- 
tivariate normal data. In particular, we adapt the method of Bernard0 [4] 
as amplified by Bernard0 and Berger [3], for finding priors that are mini- 
mally informative about a subparameter of interest. The subparameters of 
interest here are various conditional covariances and partial correlations. 
The family of multivariate normal distributions is a natural group model 
under the group of affine transformations (a, A). If (CL, L’) is the parameter 
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of the random vector X, the parameter of the random vector a + AX is 
(a + Ap, ALA’), yielding the rule 
(a, A). (p, Z) = (a + Ap, AZA’) 
for the group action of the affine transformations on the parameter space. 
All the subparameters of interest considered here parameterize the set of 
orbits of an appropriately chosen subgroup G of this group. In other 
words, the contours of constant subparameter value are just the orbits 
under G. An example is the group G of translations (a, I), whose maximal 
invariant is ,?Y. Discussions of the role of group invariance in statistical 
inference abound, e.g., Berger [2] Fraser [ 111 Muirhead [ 121, and Zacks 
[14], to name but a few. 
A general algorithm for identifying the prior that is minimally infor- 
mative, in the sense of Bernard0 [4], about the orbits of a free-acting G 
was developed in Chang and Eaves [6], to which we will refer hereafter as 
C & E. This algorithm is given in the Appendix. In Section 2 we shall 
apply it to the group G of those affine transformations (a, A), where A is 
lower triangular with l’s on the diagonal. Writing the data vector X= 
[Xl 3 . . . . X,]‘, the orbits of this G are indexed by the vector of ordered 
conditional variances 8: = Var(X, ( Xi, j < i). In Section 3 we write 
x= [X,, Xl) . ..) X,]’ and A will be restricted to the positive lower 
triangular matrices of the form [ B,i], where r is p x p. This yields the prior 
that is minimally informative about the vector of partial correlations pi of 
X0 with Xi given Xi, . . . . Xi- i (i = 1, . . . . p). Parameters of this type arise, for 
example, in the study of refression models in which the independent 
variables Xi, . . . . X, have an assigned order for consideration for inclusion 
in the model. The derivations of the priors given here are also postponed 
to the Appendix. 
2. ORDERED CONDITIONAL VARIANCES 
Let G be the group of all (a, A) for which A is lower triangular with l’s 
on the main diagonal. We have L’=Z(A, d)= A d2A’ for a unique such A 
and positive diagonal matrix A = diag(b,, .,., 6,). The orbits in the 
parameter space are indexed by A, or, equivalently, the vector of ordered 
conditional variances 63 = Var(X, ( X,, j< i). Indeed, decomposing .X in the 
block form [$;; :;;I, we have Var(X, ) X,, j<p)=a,-C,,~,‘~,,=S~. 
Suppose X,, X,, . . . are successive measurements of a numerical attribute 
of a randomly selected subject, where measurement error might differ 
among occasions 1, 2, . . . . It may be of interest to assess the improvement 
in the accuracy with which the successive means ,ui can be estimated from 
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preceding measurements. Since 8: is the variance, conditional on Xj, j< i, 
of the best linear predictor of pi, this assessment can be expressed in terms 
of the 8;. In particular we may wish to estimate, or test hypotheses concer- 
ning, ratios like s:/sf. 
It is shown in the Appendix that the minimally d-informative prior 
dp &4 d&density is p(p, A, d) = l/(6, ... 6,). We may then identify the 
posterior distribution of d that arises from the use of this prior distribu- 
tion: Since marginalization paradoxes are avoided with this prior, we may 
calculate the posterior &l-density p(6,, . . . . 6, ( X) of (Sf, . . . . Si), using the 
prior &t/(6,, . . . . 
Given (Sf, . . . . 
6,) and the sampling likelihood of the MLE (s^:, . . . . 8;). 
Sj), the 8: are independent, with n$f/Sf distributed as xidi. 
This is because 8: = lril*/n, where ri is the vector of residuals of the variable 
Xi after regressing upon all Xi, j < i, and the vectors rr are mutually 
orthogonal and hence indepenent. 
Applying Bayes’ theorem, the conditional precisions l/ST are distributed 
a posteriori as independent y-((n - i)/2, &f/2). Hence, in particular, the 
Bayes estimate of A -’ A is A-” and the nosterior distribution of 
[a,i/Jf] L?f/df is F[n -j, n - il. 
3. VECTOR PARTIAL CORRELATION 
In this section our random vector X is [X0, . . . . X,]‘. Consider the sub- 
group G of the affine group on Rcpfl) generated by all translations and all 
B of the form B = [pi], where fl> 0 and Z= [yii] is p x p positive lower 
triangular. Any variance-covariance matrix z= [ati] of X is uniquely 
representable as 
/?A’F 1 T(AA’+I)F ’ 
where Z is the p x p identity. (Note that Z is just the lower triangular 
square root of Cz2 - Czl Z&J,.) A has the form [a,, . . . . aP]’ and indexes 
the orbits of G, and we consider it here to be the parameter of interest. 
Let pi be the partial correlation of X0 and Xi given X,, . . . . X,-i. Then 
using Lemma 1 in the Appendix, P = [pi, . . . . pplt is a reparameterization of 
A and hence also parameterizes the orbits of G. The priors developed in 
C & E do not depend upon the indexing of the orbit space (just as Jeffreys’ 
prior does not depend upon the indexing of the total parameter space), and 
hence the prior that we develop here is also minimally informative about 
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P. P, and hence A, is of ineterest in the construction of models for 
regressing X0 upon Xi, X2, . . . . 
More precisely, suppose Xi is a variable of interest in the prediction 
of X0 through linear regression, while X2, X3, . . . are of successively 
diminishing interest as possible enhancers of prediction precision. In 
choosing a linear regression model for future analyses in which, for some i, 
E[X, 1 x, = X1) . . . . Xi = xi] is to be estimated, it may be of interest to assess 
the stepwise proportionate reductions in the conditional variances of X0 
given X,, X2, . . . . Thus we are led to consider 
Alternatively, writing o[X,, 1 X,, X2, . . . . Xci- i,, Xi] = l/(~*[x,, 1 Xi, X2, . . . . 
X+, ), Xi], we may wish to evaluate the increases in precision as i 
increases to p, denominated in units of precision without predictors. This 
leads to the parameters 
o[X, 1 x,x*... xi]-O[xO I x1x2~“x(i~1)1 
4x01 
= a;, 
or their signed roots ai. 
In the Appendix, we show that the minimally A-informative & dZ- 
density is 
Pb, wk c A ) )  = 
2(p+1’2) dP dB(Rfx 14i dai)(Ili>j atzj) 
Pyf&- ‘). . . yp [r,(A) + . . . r,(A)]“* ’ 
where d,u=nf==, d,Ui and dL’=niajda,j. 
The special case p = 1 is 
2’12 dp d/? dyl, da = 2l/* dp dp dyl, dp 
BYllCl + .21”2 Pr11Cl- P21 ’ 
since da/[1 +a ] * “* = dp/( 1 - p”). This coincides with the Lindley- 
Bernardo-Bayarri prior (Bayarri Cl]). The coverage probabilities of the 
consequent 0.95 credibility intervals of highest likelihood are close to 0.95 
(Chang and Eaves [7]). 
Because the choice of prior avoids marginahzation paradoxes, we may 
work either with the joint sampling distribution of the sample partial 
correlation coeffmients or with the full likelihood. We found the latter 
convenient and calculated the marginal posterior of P = [pI, . . . . pJf by 
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numerical integration. We may start with the marginal posterior dfi dTdA- 
density of Z(/?, r, A), which is proportional to 
fU, r, A)= 
exp[-((n-1)/2)Tr(S*Z-I)] 
det(C) (n-1)12fly~1 . ..ypp[rO+ . . . + rp]lj2 (3.1) 
where S2 is the usual unbiased sample variance-covariance matrix. Let 
g(p, I’, A) be proportional to the d/l dT dA-density of Z if Z is given an 
inverse Wishart distribution with n degrees of freedom and precision matrix 
(n - l)S*, where S* is the sample covariance matrix. (This distribution for 
C is chosen for convenience and is neither the posterior nor the prior.) 
Then 
~(8,r,A)=yl;p+l)...yb::-l)[r,+ . . . +r,]-‘I*. (3.2) 
Thus the normalizing constant in (3.1), j f d/3 dT dA, is the expected value 
of f/g when Z is generated using the given inverse Wishart distribution. 
Similarly SE f dj? dT dA may be expressed as the expected value (under the 
chosen inverse Wishart distribution) of the truncation of f/g to E. This 
9 
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expresses all posterior probabilities as a ratio of two integrals, each of 
which can be easily approximated by Monte Carlo integration. The 
particular inverse Wishart distribution that was chosen was selected 
because it results in a simple form (3.2). 
The data analyzed here consist of two simulated standard normal 
random samples of [X0, X,, X,], thus samples from a population with 
[pr, p2] = [0, 01, of sizes 10 and 50. The consequent marginal posterior 
dp, +,-densities were calculated by Monte Carlo integration and are 
plotted in Figs. 1 and 2. The level contours shown enclose regions of 
posterior probabilities 0.99, 0.95, 0.50, and 0.05, respectively. Also, the 
MLE [fir, &] from each sample was calculated by calculating A through 
the decomposition S* = S’(/?, I’, A) followed by the transformation from 
A = [a,, Al*]* to [pr, p2] (see Lemma 1). The results were cO.15, -0.251 
and CO.117, -0.2931, respectively. These appear reasonably close to the 
posterior density modes. 
4. TRANSLATION SUBGROUPS 
Let G be the group of translations (a, Z,), where a is restricted to a 
proper linear subspace S of RP. We write P= [P,, .,., PI], where the 
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columns Pi form an orthonormal basis of S, while those of 
Q = [Q,, . ..v Qp-,] form an orthonormal basis of the orthogonal comple- 
ment of S. Then (v, Z) with v = Q’p indexes the orbits and is the parameter 
of interest. Tehe elements of v are the coefficients, relative to the basis Q, 
of the orthogonal projection of p into the orthogonal complement of S. 
Any Z may be represented in the form 
~=C(T,B,Q)=CQ,Pl ;t n+B:T-lB I[ 1 ;: (4.1) 
for some unique variance-covariance matrices T and 52 and matrix B. Note 
that T is the variance-covariance matrix of QtX and a is the conditional 
variance-covariance matrix of P’X given QtX. 
Three special cases spring to mind, including two “improper” ones: 
(i) If S is all of RP, i.e., if C is the parameter of interest, then we may 
take P to be the identity matrix. In this case p(p, Z) is usually chosen to 
be det(Z)- . (P+ ‘)I2 This prior was suggested by Jeffreys; it also happens to 
be minimally informative about p. It produces unbiased Bayes estimates 
and in a sense produces credibility regions that coincide with classical 
sampling-distribution-based confidence regions. It is discussed in Press 
[13] and Box and Tiao [S]. 
(ii) If S is taken to be the subspace (0) of RP, that is, if all of (p, 2) 
is considered to be the parameter of interest, then Jeffreys’ prior 
det(Z)-(p+2)/2 dp dZ is minimally informative. 
(iii) If the Pi are contrast and q = p - 1, then v = ~‘/~ji. 
Note that det(C) = det( T) det(C2). Furthermore, using Lemma 6, dC = 
dB dT dLJ = (n, djii)(niaj dzti)(niaj dw,). So to calculate the prior 
distribution dp dB dT dQ p(p, C( T, B, 52)) that is minimally informative 
about (v, Z) we only need to identify J@, C(T, B, a)), as follows: 
For basis vectors of L(G) we may use the (Pi, 0)), i = 1, . . . . q. From (3.1), 
we find that J(p, C(T, B, Sz)) = det[P’C-‘P]. Using Lemma 7, s1-’ = 
P’C- ‘P, and hence we have that the prior distribution minimally infor- 
mative about (v, C) is 
& dBdTdQp(p, z(T, B, 4)) 
= dp dB dT dfi/det(T)(p+2)i2 det(C?)(p+ ‘)12. (4.2) 
Note that if S= RP, then T is vacuous and (4.2) reduces to 
det(C)-‘P+‘)‘2 dp dC, in conformity with (i) above. On the other hand, 
if S= {0}, a is vacuous and Eq. (4.2) assumes the form given in (ii). 
Equation (4.2) shows how to bridge these two extreme cases. 
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5. APPENDIX-DERIVATIONS AND COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS 
5.1. The Algorithm 
We note that the prior distribution that is minimally informative about 
the entire parameter (,u, C) for the distribution of [Xi, . . . . X,]’ is the 
overall Jeffreys’ prior 
dp dZp(p, C) = d,u d,X/det(z)‘p+2”2, (5.1) 
where dp = l-If=, d,q and dC = niaj do,. Jeffreys’ prior is invariant under 
the action of any G. This implies that if (p, ,Y) is reparameterized as (g, t?), 
where g is in G and 19 is the parameter of interest, Jeffreys’ prior is a 
product of left Haar measure on G and a prior on 8. 
For example, consider the situation in Section 3 with p = 1. In this case 
the general element of the group has the form g = ([:;I; [ { F]) and GI is the 
parameter of interest. Because the data vector has length 2, Jeffreys’ prior 
(5.1) is 
d,udZ dpd.Z 4dp,dp,dpdyda 
Gi@p=B4y4= B2Y2 
(5.2) 
since dal, dolz daz2 = 4/?‘y* do dy da. It is easily checked that 
P-*y-* &, &, 43 d y is invariant under left multiplication in G and hence 
is a left Haar measure. Thus Jeffreys’ prior (5.2) is the product of a 
left Haar prior on G and the prior 4 da in a. We note that 
b-$-l dp, d,u2 dfi dy is a right Haar measure on G and that therefore the 
recommended prior B-‘y-‘l-1 + a’] -‘I* dp, dp2 d/l dy da is a product of a 
right Haar prior on G and the prior [ 1 + a21 -“* da in a. 
There is substantial evidence that one should use right Haar priors on G. 
Stein (see Chang and Villegas [8]) has shown that when a right Haar 
prior is used, classical inferences and Bayesian inferences about G coincide. 
More relevantly, Dawid, Stone, and Zidek [9] have shown that a right 
Haar prior avoids marginalization paradoxes about the parameter of 
interest 8. The algorithm given in C & E finds the prior dp dz-density 
p(,u, C) that is minimally informative about the orbits of a group G as a 
modification of Jeffreys’ prior. This prior also has the property that in any 
reparameterization of (p, z) as (g, 0) it is the product of a right Haar 
measure on G and a large-sample limit of Jeffreys’ prior for 0 derived from 
the distribution of the maximal invariant in the sample space. The algo- 
rithm proceeds to modify p(p, 2) as follows: 
Let (ei, Ei) denote the elements of a set of basis vectors for the tangent 
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space L(G) of G at the identity. Each tangent vector (e, E) can be defined 
in the form 
for an appropriately defined smooth curve in G with (a(O), A(0)) = (0, 1,). 
We can thus define a vector field (e, E)* in the parameter space by 
Let J(p, Z) be defined in terms of a set of basis vectors (ei, Ei) by 
4~ C)=detC((ei, Ei)*(P, C))‘I((ek, Ek)*h -V)l, 
where I = I(p, C) is the Fisher information matrix. Then 
P(Pu, 2) = P(P, ~)/J(P, w*. 
It can be shown that J(p, C) = J(0, Z) when G contains all the trans- 
lations. We reprint from Section 2 of C & E the following reference catalog 
for calculating the matrix elements of I(p, C): 
(1) ((e, O)*(P, z))‘I ((f, O)*(P, z))=e’C-‘f, 
(2) ((e, O)*h 2))’ I(@, O*(P, C)) = e’C-‘@, 
(3) ((0, E)*(p, Z))’ I ((0, F)*(p, Z)) =Tr[EF+ CE’Z’-‘F] + $E’Z-‘Fp. 
5.2. Minimally Informative about Ordered Conditional Variances 
By examining the Jacobian of the transformation (A, A) --f C(A, A) 
defined in Section 2 we can find that 
dcz2P6’2P-1) 
1 Gi-J,dAdA 
=2Pd(2P--1) 
1 ...s:-,6,(~d~i)(~.da,). 
Furthermore det(C) = 6: .-. 6:, so that Jeffrey? overall prior in terms of 
these parameters is p(p, A, A)dcLdAdA=6(1p-3)6:p-5)...6~~p)Bp(p+1) 
dp dA dA. To exploit the formula p(p, C) = d(p, ,X)/J@, Z)‘;2 we still must 
calculate J(p, Z(A, A)), as follows: 
The “canonical” basis for L(G) consists of all (ei, 0), where ei has 
elements 6, (j= 1, . . . . p) and all (0, E,), where E, = e,e: (i > j). However, 
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rather than using this basis for calculating the determinant of the matrix 
[((e,, E,)*(,u, C))‘I ((d,, E,)*(p, C))],, (we use here Greek letter indices 1 
and K to represent compactly the total collection of indices {i (i, j)}), we 
shall replace the E, with AE,. This simplifies the calculation of CA’C- ‘B 
in (3) and has no effect on the determinant, because the large matrix 
involved in this change of basis has det = 1 (Proposition l(d) of C & E). 
Using (l)-(3) to evaluate (at p = 0) the matrix elements with the ordering 
(elT 01, . . . . (e,, 0); (0, E2,); (0, &), (0, -G2); . . . . (0, &I, .-, (0, Epcp- 1,), the 
matrix [((e,, E,)*(p, Z))’ I ((e,, I?,)*@, Z))],, turns out to be Block- 
diagonal [Z-l, 6;2Co,, . . . . 6;2C (p- 1,], where CciJ is the upper-left ix i 
diagonal subblock of C. Substituting det(ZJ = 8:. ..8; we find that the 
determinant J(p, Z(A, A)) is 6, (zP~~)B(~P--s)...~~_zP+~)~~--zP 2 P ’ with the 
result that 
P(~L,A,A)=P(~,A,A)/J(~,A,A)“~=~/(~~...S~). 
5.3. Minimally Informative about Ordered Partial Correlations 
LEMMA 1. Let A = [aI, . . . . apIt and pi be as defined in Section 3. Then 
p;=a,(l +a:+ ... +a2)-li2 
and 
ai=pi 
/ 
fi (1 -pf)l12. 
j=l 
ProoJ: Without loss of generality, we can assume p = i and, since r is 
lower triangular, we may replace X by B-‘X. Then the covariance matrix 
of X is [ ,!, ,::,I. Letting Z, r,. r, __, r,_l denote the covariance matrix of 
the conditional distribution of (Y,,, Yi) given (Y,, . . . . Yi- r), we know that 
&&,.Y,...Y,4 consists of the corner entries of 
l+A’A A’ -I 1 1 l+A’A -A’ A I+AA’ = -A I ’ 1 
Therefore 
z YOU,. Y ,'.. Y,-, = 
[ 
,y:, -;i]-'=$-j[a, ,;$J. 
The first conclusion follows since pi is the correlation of this matrix, while 
the second conclusion expresses the inverse relationship. 
~~~~ 2 d~=2(P”)8(P+‘)y:~+1)yP . ..y* 
22 PP’ 
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Proof Let 
and so forth. The determinants of the second-to-last matrices in the expres- 
sions for J, and J3 are, respectively, y22 and ~22~33. If we order the rows 
of the partial derivative matrix of variances and covariances in the order 
Do03 co19 0117 0029 (712,022, **.9 and if we order the columns by the arguments 
in the order P, yI1, al, yzl, y22, a2, . . then the Jacobian matrix for the 
change of variables is 
Jo 0 0 0 . . . 
J, 0 0 ... 
J31 J,, J3 -.. 
We need not be concerned with the J, (i> j), and the result follows from 
dz= Cl-C’= 1WJd14WI~~ I hii dai)(nj,i $yii). 
LEMMA 3. det(Mii) = yT1 . *. &[2( 1 + cc: + . . . + ozfel) + a;]. 
Proof: Expanding det(A,A: + Ji) along the last column gives 
det(Ai-,A:-,+li-l)+det(AiA:_,+Z;)=(JAi-,J2+1)+(IAil2+1). 
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LEMMA 4. A~IAk*,‘=Tr{BE,i~~k,+~~,,[l+.“,‘.” -;“]E~,). 
ProojY Use 
LEMMA 5. [l/(28’)]@,, -D,* D,2’ D,,) = 1 + $/q,(A) + ... + 
+?,(A 1. 
ProoJ Use (AA’+J)-’ =J-‘-J-‘AA’JP’/(l +A’J-‘A) (with sub- 
scripts i), and A:Ji’A,= iqi(A)- 1, so that A:(AiA:+Ji)-‘Ai= (q,(A)-2)/ 
qi(A). Then D,, -D,2D~1D2, =p2(2+A’A)- f’=, MiA4,2Mj=2/?2[1 + 
CP= 1 af/qi(A)l. 
Translation Subgroups 
LEMMA 6. dC = (flv dflii)(ni,j dz,i)(n,,j dw,). 
Proof. Let V=Q + B’T-‘B. Using Farrell [ 10, Exercise 6.7.71, the 
transformation (T, B, V) + 2Y has determinant + 1. It is clear that 
(T, B, $2) -+ (T, B, V) has determinant 1. 
LEMMA 7. P’C-‘P = 9-l. 
Proof Writing the second diagonal block of the inverse of 
in two ways, we have 
P’C-‘P= [P’CP- P’CQ(Q’CQ)-‘Q’CP]-’ =sZ-‘. 
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